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1. General Information
Bottoms Up is a drink dispensing system that fills the specially designed cups from the bottom of the cup.
This allows a more efficient pour, in terms of both speed and wastage. It is also a hands-free system. Once the
cup is pressed down on the dispenser, the operator/server only has to remove the cup from the dispenser
and hand it to the customer. He/she is free to attend to another customer. This speeds up service rate
considerably.

1.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Bottoms Up’s dispensers are designed to maximise efficiency when it comes to pouring drinks. They are able
to achieve this through the patented design and unique cup.
The cup has a hole in the bottom that is sealed by a magnet. The dispenser works by lifting this magnet and
pouring a programmed amount of liquid into the cup. When the cup is lifted off the dispenser the magnet
reseals the hole.
By dispensing draft beer in this way, the system is able to:
•

Reduce wastage by up to 25% and,

•

Increased the speed of pour by up to 9 times, when compared to traditional draft taps.

The system is able to increase serving speed and reduce wastage because of its patented design.
Filling the cup from the bottom, the system reduces nucleation points. Foam is created from these nucleation
points. Reduction of foam allows the dispenser to pour beer at a speed that would be impossible to achieve
with a traditional tap system. It is this reduction in foam that means less beer is lost to wastage.

1.2 MANUAL SYNOPSIS
Section 1 covers a brief synopsis of the system and its benefits.
Section 2 provides information on how the system operates and should be utilised in its simplest form.
This covers the basics of keg dispensing using the bottoms up system.
Section 3 covers troubleshooting for most common problems that may occur with the system.
Section 4 covers basic maintenance required for the bottoms up system.
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2. Getting Started
2.1 BASIC INSTALLATION
The material typically supplied with the dispenser is displayed below in image (A).
Dispenser Kit Contents
1. Bottoms Up® dispensing unit
2. DC power extension cord
3. Nozzle assembly
4. Beer washers
5. Replacement plunger o-rings
6. Replacement nozzle post o-rings
7. Tower hole cover
8. Power supply
9. AC power cord
10. Drain hose
Image A

The above example is of a Bottoms Up four nozzle counter-top dispenser. The in-counter units will be supplied
with a cut-out sheet. These vary dependent on the number of nozzles that unit contains. The cut-out sheet
is provided so that the unit can be plumbed into the bar counter correctly. An example of a cut out sheet is
shown below in image (B).

Image B
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Starting from the unit:
1. Connect the drainage pipe to the underside
of the unit as shown to the right in Image (C).

Image C

2. Screw on the nozzles provided in a clockwise
fashion as shown in Image (D).

Image D

3. The lines from the unit should be
insulated. In order to do this, one should
first wrap all the lines in foil. Once wrapped
in foil, insulate the lines using python or
armaflex.
This is a foam sheet that is wrapped around
the water and beer lines. This is vitally
important as it helps keep the beer in the
lines cold. Without this insulation, the beer
that is in the line will start to warm.
This creates foaming issues. Find to the
right a picture of python (E) as well as
picture of insulated lines (F).
Image E

Image F
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4. Once insulated the beer and water lines should be
connected to the flash chiller. This can be done using push
fittings or via clamping the rubber beer lines straight to
the chiller. In order to use push fittings, the hard beer line
must first be attached to the soft rubber beer line coming
from the unit. This is shown in image (G) to the right. Ensure
all connections are securely clamped to avoid leaks.
DO NOT shorten the rubber beer lines that come with
the unit!!! This will reduce resistance in the line. This
increases the agitation of the beer and increases the
likelihood of foaming problems developing.
5. The water lines (the two hoses) should be connected
to the agitator and the agitator should be kept on. If the
agitator is turned off it will result in the beer in the lines

Image G

getting warm. This will cause foaming problems.
6. If the dispenser is going to be used at a high-volume
venue or for a major event, the line should be double
looped through the chiller. This allows the beer (or other
drink) to be cooled twice. This will prolong the life of the
ice bank in the flash-cooler/chiller.
Once the flash cooler/chiller has lost the capacity to cool
the beer, pouring will be impossible. Preservation of the
ice bank is therefore essential.

Image H

7. The method of installation between the flash-cooler/
chiller and keg will differ depending on the needs of the
situation. It can be connected straight to the keg via a
coupler. This is the most basic set - up procedure. This is
shown in image (H) on the right.
One can, however, connect an Empty Keg Detector (EKD)
as well as a beer pump to each line. A basic illustration of
this is shown to the right, Image (I).
Image I
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The use of an EKD will save both time and beer. This is because it prevents the emptying keg from filling the
lines with foam (Which will need to be cleared). As a result, time is saved on turnaround when changing kegs,
as well as on beer wastage when priming lines of foam.
Please see separate manual on the installation of EKDS
Beer pumps are used primarily when dispensing highly carbonated drinks, but can be used with normal
beverages as well. For a better explanation of how this operates see section 3.1.
For installation please see separate manual.
Please Note: Beer Pumps are recommended for any highly carbonated (foamy) beer.

8. Moving back from the beer pump the coupler is found.
This connects the beer line to the keg and maintains
pressure in the keg via the gas line. The beer line connects
to the top of the coupler. The gas connects in the side. In
image (J) the beer line is clear in colour and is connected
through the top of the coupler. The gas line is grey –
coloured. It can be seen connecting on the side.
9. The gas enters the keg via the coupler. This comes from
a regulator connected to a gas bottle (Food grade CO2).
The regulator should be set at the pressure recommended
for that product by its manufacturer.
Please obtain this information from your supplier.
Image J
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2.2 OPERATION & PROGRAMMING
Before the dispenser can be used, the flash-cooler/chiller should be given ample time to get cold. The gas
should also be connected, turned on, and the correct pressure set.

2.2.1 How the system works
The keg supplied is already, under pressure. This is how the drink remains carbonated. In order to keep the
carbonation in solution (i.e. to avoid foamy beer), one needs to match the pressure inside the keg with the
gas going into it. In other words, the regulator should be set to the same pressure as in the keg. If the gas
pressure is too low, the beer will come foamy straight out of the keg. This is because under reduced pressure,
the gas that was in solution escapes in the form of foam. If the gas is set too high and left over a period of
time, it can over-carbonate the keg. For this reason, it is important to have the correct setting. In order to find
the correct gas setting, contact your supplier of the beverage.
If the gas is set correctly the beer will not be foamy. It will flow quickly from the keg through the line. It will
be blocked by the valve in the unit.
When a fresh keg is first connected, the entire line to the unit will be filled. As the beer rushes to the dispensing
unit it can create foam and will trap the air that was in the lines. For this reason, it is necessary to prime/drain
the lines of this foam plus trapped air. Do this by leaving the valve open until the beer coming from the
nozzle is clear.
The valve is opened and closed by a solenoid. In normal operation, the solenoid is controlled by a flow meter.
All of this is set using the keyboard. The use of the keyboard is covered in the next section. Once the lines
have been primed the unit is ready to be programmed. Once programmed the dispenser will pour a pre-set
amount automatically. When the cup is set down on the nozzle (In the automatic setting) the solenoid will
open the valve allowing the beer into the cup. Once the flow meter has registered the pre-set amount into
the cup, the solenoid will close the valve. The cup can then remain on the dispenser to be picked up at the
server/operator’s convenience.
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2.2.2 Programming
The programming of the unit is done via the keyboard, an overview of which is shown in image (K). The
unit can be reset at will. Three different amounts programmed on it at any one time. These are selected by
pressing the S, M and L buttons. Any amount can be set under any of the settings. The S, M and L are merely
there as a guide for ease of use.

Image K

1. As per the section above, the system needs to be primed. This eliminates all the air and foam trapped in
the lines when the keg is connected. This process also needs to be repeated every time kegs are changed if
an EKD is not installed.
To do this, turn on the unit by connecting the power pack and the cable from the dispenser to a plug socket.
Once the system is powered, turn it on and press the prime button. This should result in the Prime and
Manual Start buttons lighting up. Then press the nozzle down, and cover it with an upside-down cup. This is
simply to prevent the nozzle from spraying foam everywhere.
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Once this has been done, press the middle Stop.Start button. The
valve should open and foam should start coming out. Once the
foam abates and the beer has very few (or even no) bubbles, press
the Stop.Start button again to stop the flow. The unit is now ready
to set. This is demonstrated in Image (L).
2. To set the unit, press the Manual Start button. This should
light up the Manual button only, plus one of the three possible
dispensing sizes. (In diagram, at the top). Now select which size
you would like to programme for by pressing the appropriate
button. In the example below (image (M)) the small (S) setting has
been chosen. Note this is the default setting. If only one size of
cup is required, this would be the sensible choice.

Image L

Once the size has been selected, place a cup down on the nozzle,
so that the nozzle is depressed. Now press and hold the size/
volume programme to be dispensed. (In this case, small). Hold
the button down until the valve opens and the liquid pours into
the cup. Once it has reached its desired level press the middle
Stop.Start button to stop the flow. Then simply take the cup off
the dispenser and press the Auto Start button. This step can be
repeated for each of the sizes. You can also reset each size as often
as you would like.
3. Once the size/volume required has been programmed, press
the Auto Start button. This will cause the Auto Start button to

Image M

light up as shown in Image (N). The unit is now set. Simply place
a cup down on the nozzle and the dispenser will pour the volume
you have just set, and stop pouring once that mark is reached. The
dispenser will do this automatically.
4. The More Beer and Less Beer buttons can be used to adjust
and fine tune the volume that has already been set. An example
of when this might be used is when the head on the beer reduces
during service. The pourer may then choose to increase the
level a small amount, using the More Beer button. Note that the
dispenser can always be reprogrammed if the server/operator is
not satisfied with its setting. This can be done indefinitely.

Image N
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3. Troubleshooting
3.1 FOAMY BEER
There are two factors that typically contribute to beer producing excess foam. These are temperature and
pressure.
Temperature:
If the beer is not sufficiently cold when it exits the nozzles of the dispenser, it will foam excessively. This is
because the increased temperature causes an increase in kinetic energy of the liquid. The higher kinetic
energy causes more motion in molecules which break intermolecular bonds and escape from solution. The
gas that escapes from solution is trapped in the form of foam by the proteins in the beer.
In order to avoid this:
1. Allow ample time for flash-coolers/chillers to get to correct temperature. (Preferably they should be
turned on at least 24 hours before use). If using a cold plate instead of a flash-chiller/cooler, then ensure there
is ample ice. The unit should be given sufficient time to get down to temperature (10-20 min). Adding ice to
the chiller can allow for earlier pouring. However, in these circumstances there is the risk of damage to the
agitator propeller.
2. If the flash-cooler/cold plate are sufficiently
cold, but the beer is still coming out too warm,
this means an extra line needs to be added. In
other words, the amount of line in the current
cooling device is not sufficient to get the liquid
down to temperature. Adding more line can be
done by double looping. That is, the beer has to
travel through an extra coil in the flash cooler/
chiller or cold plate. An illustration of double
looping is shown in image (O) on the right.

Image O
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3. Another common problem that may cause excess foam occurs when the agitator on the chiller/cooler is
turned off. When the agitator is turned off, the water in the cooler/chiller does not circulate. Consequently,
it does not effectively moderate the temperature of the water around the coils. Hot spots may develop.
In addition, when the agitator is off, circulation of cold water through the dispenser will be disabled. This
circulation of water is critical to keeping both the beer in the lines and the nozzles in the dispenser cold.
When circulation is poor, the liquid loses temperature after it leaves the cooler/chiller before getting to the
dispenser. This results in excess foam. This is aggravated if the line between the chiller and dispenser is long.
This problem is further exacerbated when the dispenser is not constantly pouring. This is because the beer
sitting in the line, post cooler/chiller tends to warm up.
4. If serving outdoors, kegs must be kept out of the sun. Prechilling the kegs will help dramatically. This will
also preserve the ice bank and allow for longer pouring.
5. If serving has been quick and over an extended period, the ice in the cooling source will melt. This results
in the beer (or other liquid) getting too warm. This produces excess foam. In order to avoid this, ice must
be managed. Fresh ice must be added before all the ice melts. As per comments above, be warned this can
result in the agitator propellers being damaged. The best solution is to always to prechill the kegs. This will
greatly prolong the life of the ice reserves.

Pressure:
If incorrect gas pressure is used, excess foam will result, regardless of the temperature of the liquid. The best
practice for setting the gas pressure is to ask the supplier/producer for the prescribed pressure. The supplier
will also be able to advise on what gas mix should be used. If this information is unavailable and the beer is
coming out too foamy, try turning the gas up in small increments until there is a satisfactory result. If there is
not a temperature issue, the beer will be foaming because pressure in the line is low. This allows the gas that
is in solution to escape in the form of foam. If, however, the gas is turned up to high, it will cause the beer to
carbonate further.
This will result in the beer not tasting the way the manufacturer intended and will compound any foaming
problems you may have had. In addition to this, increasing the pressure will increase the speed of pour. This
can result in excess kinetic energy in the beer, as the beer is forced, quickly and turbulently, through the
line. This increased energy in the beer can result in the gases coming out of solution in the form of foam. To
combat this, one needs to add extra beer line, or turn down the pressure if the carbonation of the beverage
permits.
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There is a further third reason why excess foam may be occurring when dispensing beer. This occurs when
the keg is over-carbonated. The keg can either come over-carbonated or can be over-carbonated by using
a gas pressure that is too high as explained above. If the keg is over-carbonated, the beer then has a large
amount of gas in solution. This can sometimes make it impossible to pour without reducing the carbonation
level. This occurs more commonly with craft beers. An over-carbonated keg can be detected by looking at
the beer in the line as it comes out of the keg. If the beer has lots of bubbles when the regulator is set quite
high (>3-3.5 bar), then the keg is probably over carbonated.
If a beer is a particularly difficult beer to pour because it is carbonated on the high side, installation of a beer
pump will be necessary. Some craft beers are kegged highly carbonated and can be difficult to pour without
a beer pump. The beer pump will allow you to increase the pressure in the lines after the keg. In so doing it
keeps the gas (foam) in solution, and this will help reduce foam, and therefore waste, drastically.
3.1.1 Quick Checklist
1. Check that there is sufficient ice in the cooling unit.
2. Check that there is gas in the gas bottle and it is turned on. Both at the regulator and the gas bottle.
3. Check that the gas is set correctly.
4. Ensure that you have one regulator per line. If you try run to many kegs from one regulator the gas supply
will not be sufficient to maintain the pressure. The resulting drops in pressure can result in foamy beer.
5. If the beer has been in a cold room, insure it is not frozen.

3.2 THE DISPENSER WILL NOT POUR
This usually occurs when the valve gets stuck after the dispenser has not been used for some time. It often
occurs if the dispenser is not properly cleaned after use. The residue beverage solidifies effectively gluing
the valve closed. To fix this, simply remove the nozzle and push the conical - looking valve down to open it.
At this point the beverage should spurt out. This will break the seal and the dispenser will be ready to pour.
Simply replace the nozzle and carry on as normal.
3.3 PROBLEMS PROGRAMMING THE DISPENSER
Occasionally, when looking to programme the dispenser the flow will keep stopping, normally after just a
few millilitres. Remove and replace the plug, this can sometimes reset the dispenser. If, however, the problem
persists, then the flow meter is compromised and needs to be replaced.
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3.4 BEER LEAKING ON THE FLOOR
If you notice beer is leaking on the floor and cannot find
the source, uncouple the kegs. This will prevent you from
losing any more beer. The places to check for the leak are:
1.If you have EKDs check that the bleed valves at the
top of the EKDs are closed (lever is at a right angle). If it
is left open it will just keep pouring beer out of the keg.
An illustration of how to properly bleed the EKD is shown
here in image P.
2. Check the fittings on the Chiller/Cooler are all in place
and are not leaking.
3. Check that the drainage pipe is still in place.

4. Maintenance
4.1 DAILY AFTER USE MAINTENANCE
1. Remove drain rack and rinse with non-chlorine sanitisation fluid.
2. Remove the nozzles by turning the nut counter clockwise. Once removed rinse the nozzles in non-chlorine
sanitisation fluid. Do this once in the up position and once in the down position. Store in a safe place for them
to air dry. Do NOT soak nozzles for extended periods of time. Do not use HOT water.
3. Rinse drain pan and valve heads with non-chlorine sanitisation fluid.
4. Use a damp clean cloth to clean the unit. Start with the body and move to the drain pan.
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4.2 CLEANING THE LINES
Regular cleaning of the valves, beer lines and keg couplers is extremely important. If this is not performed,
the beer will foam. Additionally bacteria, yeast, mold and beer stones will build up and quickly degrade the
quality of draft beer. Routine cleaning is essential to maintain quality and fresh taste.
Rule of Thumb: Cleaning should be performed after every keg or at a minimum of every two weeks.
TOOLS NEEDED:

Cleaning Canister

Bucket

Line Cleaning
Solution

PROCESS

1. Fill cleaning canister with a mix of warm or hot water and A-B
approved beer line cleaning solution. (Dilution ratio will be found
on beer line cleaner instructions)

2. Close the cleaning canister lid.
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3. Make sure the dispenser valve is off (up position) and untap the
keg. Be sure to leave CO2 on so it is able to pressurize the cleaning
canister.

4. Tap the cleaning canister and wait 5
seconds to ensure the cleaning canister
is pressurized (12-14 psi).

5. Press the prime button on the control panel (a green light will
illuminate next to the button indicating it is on).

6. Place the valve in the down/open position.

7. Hold a cup upside down over the dispenser valve to prevent
splash.

8. Press the start/stop button on the control panel to start line
purge. While running solution through lines, stop then start the
purge a minimum of 5 times using the stop/start button to ensure
the valve is clean.
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9. Once the line has been purged, press the start/stop botton again
to stop the flow.

10. When finished, un-tap and depressurize the cleaning canister by
pulling up on the release value.

11. If applicable, remove the head of the dispenser valve and scrub them with line cleaner and water mix.
Once cleaned, rinse off the dispenser head and reattach it to the dispenser valve.
If not applicable, move to step 12.
12. Rinse out and then refill canister with fresh cold water.
13. Flush cold water through beer lines, following steps 2 - 9.
14. Un-tap the refill canister and re-tap the keg. Draw all remaining water from the beer line until beer
flows using steps 5 - 9.
15. Test beer with a PH tester to ensure proper levels. Reading should not exceed 5.
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4.3 Bottoms Up TAP & KEG SANITISER
Tap & Keg Sanitiser is suitable for use on all Dispense System Taps, Nozzles and Connectors giving longer
lasting Protection.
Food Safe, No Harmful
Residue And Taint Free
Continues Working for up
to 24 Hours Even When Dry
Food Grade Active
Ingredients, Generally
Regarded as Safe
Eats Into Biofilm
Removing the Areas
That Harbour Pathogens
G
LON NG
TI
LAS CTION
TE
MS
PRO GER
M
FRO

ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY
• Bactericidal according to EN
1276 & EN 13697
• Yeasticidal according to EN
1650
• Virucidal according to EN
14476

• Fungicidal according to EN
13697
• Conforms with EN 1500
• Passed taint test & Non
harmful residue

HOW TO USE
Turn nozzle to the spray position, spray evenly onto the
surface and wipe with a damp cloth, ensuring surface is
completely coated then allow to air dry.
PRECAUTION
Eye contact: Rinse eyes with clean running water or eye
wash Ingestion: Rinse mouth with clean water & drink plenty
of water.
PRODUCT COMPATIBILITY
For safety reasons and maximum efficacy, this product
should not be mixed with other chemicals.
STORAGE
Store at ambient temperature.
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Lactic Acid 0.1-0.2%. Other ingredients: Non-ionic surfactant,
water 99.8-99.9%

4.4 Bottoms Up LINE CLEANER
Classic original alkaline beer line cleaner with built-in solution status indicator and bactericides for long
lasting effect. Safe to use on all types of line materials, pipes, meters, pumps, beer engines, taps and
fittings if used in the prescribed manner.
Quite simply: Pipeline changes colour if the line is dirty.
Follow the colour changes after each soak and when fluid comes out the same colour as it went in, you
know that the line is absolutely yeast and bacteria free. Rinse in clean cold water. Use diluted Pipeline
solution to clean optical spirit measures. Do not use on lacquered items.
Changes Colour When the
Line is Dirty
No Caustic Soda
DANGER
Causes severe skin burns and eye damage
Contact with acids liberates toxic gas
PRECAUTIONS
Keep out of reach of children. Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection. IF IN EYES: Rinse
cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove contact
lenses if present and easy to do – continue rinsing. Get
immediate medical advice/attention. IF SWALLOWED: Rinse
mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. Get immediate medical
advice/attention. IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately
all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower. If
skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice/attention. If medical
advice is needed, have product container or label at hand.
CONTAINS POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE

INSTRUCTIONS
Dilution Rate: 2.5% (250 ml per 10 litres).
Cleaning: Switch off coolers. Use a Pipeline
Measuring Jug for the correct dilution. Make
up the cleaning solution in a plastic container
or cleaning vessel with cold or warm water
(<40oC). Pump solution through the dispense
head into a white plastic receptacle such as
a Pipeline Bucket until emergent solution is
purple. After five minutes draw off a full line
of solution, discarding discoloured fluid until
purple colour is evident. Repeat the process
until purple colouration is stable throughout
the dispense system. Rinsing: Pump fresh cold
water through to dispel all purple fluid followed
by one further pint of water. Verify the purity
of this water using Pipeline Rinse Water Test
Papers: Dip paper under the running water.
If there is a trace of PIPELINE in the water, the
test paper will turn purple. If the paper stays
pink no cleaning solution remains and rinsing
is complete. Switch coolers back on. Reconnect
dispense product.
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4.5 REPLACING PARTS
All the parts contained in the dispenser can be replaced. These include parts within the nozzle assembly,
and the keyboard itself.
4.5.1 Nozzle Assembly
An illustration of the nozzle assembly’s parts and their position is shown here in Image (Q). Each part and
its part number is shown in table (1) bellow.

Please Note, when replacing rubber rings. Do not twist or roll rings into place, this can damage them, rather
stretch them into place.
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4.5.2 Replacing the Keyboard
Tools Required:

• #2 Phillips Screwdriver

			• Ballpoint Pen
Step1:

Remove power from the electronics before

changing out circuit board. You can remove power by
unplugging the connector as pictured below.

Step 2 : Remove phillips screw from back of circuit board
that holds the LED module in place as pictured below.

Step 3: Allow LED module to hang. Slide the bezel
bracket to the left or right to remove it from the back of
the circuit board. If the bracket will not slide, loosen the
other screw a turn.

Step 4: From the top. Lift the circuit board up. If the
circuit board doesn’t easily pop out, use a screwdriver to
pry it up.

Step 5: Using a ball point pen, press the tab on the small
white connector while pulling outward on the connector.
The bigger white connectors can be unplugged by
pressing on the white tab with your finger. Unplug all
the connectors.
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Step 6: Pull the circuit board all the way out. It should look like this:

Data connection. For
future use (not used)
Empty Keg Detector
connection (If EKD is
used)
Power connection

Solenoid connection

Power connection

Cup Sensor Connection.
Senses when cup is on
nozzle. This connector
will have a blue marking
that corresponds with
the connector on the cup
sensor.

Flow Meter Connection.
Counts the number of
ounces being dispensed.
This connector will have
a red marking that
corresponds with the
connector on the flow
sensor.

Step 7: Reinstall the circuit board the same way that you took it out. There are 2 connectors that are the exact
same. The connectors are colour coded (red and blue) and will plug into the corresponding colour coded
spots on the circuit board.
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